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THE GRowIH of a system of work
known as 'the Lump' has been a sig-

nificant factor in the building trade
during the past ten years. It has been
an object ofcriticism from the
Iabour Party, from the trade union
officials and also what Solidaity hu
called the 'traditional left'.

We have attempted to understsnd
'the Lump' from within the context
of Solidaity's general perspective
and political standpoint. This has
meant an abandonment of the sort of
empty sloganising which has so far
clouded the issue. In this respect we
have examined a number of objec-
tions to the Lump and the motives
behind them.

These objections are as follows:
I The Lump has cost the country

f,l0 to f,200 million in loss of
tax.

II The Lump has led to the virtua]
destruction of the building
trade unions.

m Lump workers are scab workers.
IV The Lump divides worken.
V The Lump has led to gerry-

building on aryide scale.
VI The Lump has led to a high

level of accidents with no com-
pensation for the victims.

VII The Lump has led to a decline
in the number of apprentices in
the building trade.

VIII Thc Lump was spread in the

ir-rtroduction

mid-sixties by employers as
part of an anti-working class
conspuacy.

IX Whilst Lump workers can eam
high rates in favourable con-
ditions, they forfeit the protec-
tion that unions give when
conditions are not too favour.
able.

X Lump workers work harder and
are driving older worken out
of the trade.

Still further objections might be
found and perhaps validated. There
are indeed several igenuine objections
to Lump work which will be referred
to in the following pages. But our
point is that they are not so much
objections to the Lump as ebjections
to capitalist exploitation itself. Ex-
ploitation did not begin with the
Lump: the Lump is mgrely another
aspect of an exploitatife society.
Some of the wont aspbcts in the
building trade today qxisted before
the advont of the Lump and they are
to be explained by reference to both
the general form ofcqpitalist develop
ment and working claSs resistance to
it. Our own concern with the Lump
is primarily to point out that thou-
sands ofworkers have recognised that
there are other ways of selling their
labour power than having conditions
laid down for them by trade union
officials and employerg- This is not

to say that Lump workers are an ad-
vanced revolutionary force. Workers
only become revolutionary when
they challenge the system in its totd-
ity. What we are saying is that Lump
workers have rejected many of the
restrictions and impediments which
have been imposed on them not only
by the employers but also by the
trade unions, the Labour Party, and
t}e various sects which have all
sought to impose their own brand of
control over the class struggle.

An explanation is needed here
about some of the words used in this
pamphlet. We have used the term
'traditional left' to refer to a political
viewpoint common to the Labour
left, the Communist Party, the Inter-
national Socialists and so on. We
admit that certain distinctions do
exist between these groups, but our
application of one all-embracing
term means that we recognise a

factor commonto all of them. All
maintain, to a greater or lesser degree,
that the problem facing the working
chss is a problem of leadership. In
this sense the traditional left, what-
ever their Party label, share a desire
to impoae their own particular
version of tle 'necessary' leadership.
We explicitly reject this taditional
approach by insisting that the eman-
cipation of tle',working class must be
the task of the working class itself .
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lHL, AIM of this pamPhlet is to Pro-
vide a realistic undentanding of that
svstern of work organisation known
as'the Lump'. We-will examine the
Lump as it is actuallY Practised,
rather than through the slogans and
mystifications that have grown uP
around it. To do this we will have to
set aside most of the assumptions and
presuppositions that have clouded all

prcvloris discussions of this issue' The
nature of the investigation maY be

epitornised in the words of Spinoza:
'Neither to weep, nor to laugh but to
understand'.

Our aim is to understand a mode
ol work. The questions to ask, fronl a

libertarian standpoint, are what ad-

vantages can a self-conscious working
class derive from it? Does it allow,
for exanrple, the possibility of self-

managernent? Does it'increase the
confidence, the autonomY, the
initiative, the particiPation, the
solidarity, the equalitarian tendencies
and self-activity of the masses'? And
does it assist in their demYstifi-
cation? 1

Because our aim is PrimarilY to
understand, we shall not seek to
lustify the Lump as such. We leave
such justification to those who have

a vested interest, such as 'Labour-
Force'-the scab agencY-and other
sharks in the sea of the labour market.
As socialists we cannot offer a de-

fence of any form of exPloitation.
But since a worker musl sell his
labour power in this societY, we see

nothing wrong in weighing uP and
assessing the benefits of one form of
selling labour power over another

l. See .4s lle Don't See It, 5p. Solidarity
London.

2. See recent issues of,Socraiist lilorker,
and also their'rank-and-file' papet,
The Building Worker.

3. See The Building Worker. October
t9'73.

4. How does International Socialist
square its support for Heffer's Bill and
its explicit support for'management
techniques' with their own declaration
in lilhat We Stand.F'or. which states an
opposition to' . . . productivity deals
and job evaluation. . . '? Perhaps they
have in mind Lenin's advocacy of
'management techniques':'The more
chss-conscious of the Russian prole-
tariat has alreatly set itself the task ol
raising labour discipline . . . This work
must be supported and pushed forward
with all speed. We must raise the
question of applying what is scientific
and progressive in the Taylor system.'
(Selectetl l4orks, Vol II p.332).

Tha Lump
And because we recognise that, in

a capitalist society, a// forms of
employment are modes of exploita-
tion,.we do not hold any cherished
illusions concerning any specific
form. For instance, we see no auto-
matic or magic belief in having our
conditions of employment negotia-
ted by a trade union. We therefore
reject the opposition to the Lump
expressed in such mindless slogans as

'Defend the Unions: Smash the
Lump'. as advanced by the traditional
left.z Such slogans indicate a wistful
Rousseauan desire to return to the
happy times that never were. We ask
those who speak in these terms to
consider what exactly they are defen-
ding when they defend pre-Lump
forms of selling labour power? We
must remind them that they are
defending a capitalist form ofexploit-
ation. We ask them what is so
sacrosanct about a system in which a

full-time union official negotiates the
terms and conditions under which
the worken will sell their labour?

lf the Lump has been accepted by
nearly half a million operatives, we
want to know the reason why the
traditional left are opposed to it. We
want to know how, and why, the
traditional left intend to persuade
a third of the building trade to return
to the trade union fold. As for our-
selves, we are not in business to de-
fend any institution which the
working class can do better without.
For this reason we will not join in
with the traditional left in condemn-
ing the union leaders for 'failing to
make a stand against the Lump'.'
Frorn those who insist that the work-
ing class must only sell their labour
power in one particular way, we
expect a very good explanation. But
we do not accept any reason based,
for instance, on a desire to perpetuate
the trade unions simply because of
some outmoded Party strategy of
'capturing' the unions.

We have said that we shall not
explicitly defend the Lump, seeking

only to understqiltd it. Our procedure
*iii tr to exam6 and refute the
arguments put forward by the various
opponents of the Lump. In adopting
this method, we will reveal our own
position towards the Lump and,
moreover, we shall reveal certain as-

sumptions behind the arguments of
those who oppose the Lump. ln the
market place of revolutionary pers-
pectives and ideologies, the key to
lhe understanding of any organisation
lies in an examination of the things it
is opposed to. We might go so far as

to say that a political organisation is
historically defined by the things to
which it is opposed. In that case, an
investigation into the rcasors why a

political organisation is opposed to
something will tell us much about the
nature of that organisation. When
dealing with self-proclaimed socialist
and workingclass organisations, it is
therefore important that their reasons
for taking a negative stance be set out
and examined.

With regard to the Lump, the
question is-why are both the Labour
Party and a// the various Trotskyist
sects opposed to it? Why does
Fre edo m, the self-proclaimed anar-
chist weekly, endorse opposition to
it? Why do both the left-wing' and
the 'right-wing' trade union leaders
unite in opposing it?

No better insight can be given into
the nature of the trade union leader-
ship than their own objections to the
Luinp:

'Fundamentally, our objection to
labour only sub-contracting, and self-
employment is that by its very
nature it corrupts, leads to indisci
p/ire, destroys morale, and frag-
ments the construction process to
the point wherc management tech-
niques become imposrible to
implement. This leads to inefJiciency
an.d high cosrs which in the long run
are an unnecessary strain on the
economy of the country as a whole.'
(Evidence given to _the Phelps-l3rurwn
Committee 1968).4

To a greater or lesser degree, the
above objections are held in common
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by all the opponents of the Lump.
This passage was quoted in approval
by ex-International Socialist member,
Eric Heffer, in his attempt to legis-
late against the Lump on May 18,
1973. Whilst he was bemoaning the
inabiiity to'implement management
techniques', etc., members of the
I,abour Party, Communist Party and
the International Socialists stood
outside the Commons chanting in
unison 'Defend Workers' Rights:
Smash The Lump'.

But these objections are not work-
ing class ones. Indeed, they couid not
have been put better if they had
come straight out of the mouth of
Ted Heath himself. The problem of
'inefficiency', a'high strain on the
economy' and an inability to'imple-
ment management techniques' are
the problems of the bosses and their
government. One would think, on
reading the above passage, that a
socialist would want to know more
about this thing called 'the Lump'
which is causing such headaches for
the bosses.

From the above objections, it is
clear that the Lump poses the pro-
blem of control: lump workers at
present cannot be controlled. But it
is precisely this lack of control that
constitutes the uniffing factor behind
allthe objections raised against the

Lump are derived primarily from a
desire to advance the hegemony of
tleir own organisations, rather than
from any desire to further the ends
of working people themselves.

We must now examine, in turn,
these various objections:

I The Lump Has Cost The
Country f 10 to f200
million in loss of tax

One's first reaction might rightly be,
what sort ofsocialist objection is
this? Nevertheless, we have decided
to consider this objection first
because, in the much vaunted
attempt by Heffer-supported by
Socialist lUorker and the Morning
Star (May 1973)-to outlaw the
Lump, this was cited as the pincipal
objection to the Lump. Said Heffer,
when he introduced his Bill:

'Let me briefly list the worst features
of the system. First tltere is wide-
spread tax evasion. The amount lost
to the Government cannot be
assessed. It has been said--there have
been many assessments-that it is
something between f l0 million and
1,200 million, or even more. The
figure can neyer be known.' (May 18,
1973. Hansard)

UCATT-sponsored Heffer pointed
out that thousands of workers were
demonstrating in favour of his legis-
lation. But one wonders how many

of them shared Heffer's worries
about the Government's inability to
prevent members of the working class
frorn enjoying a fraction of the tax-
irnnrunities enjoyed hy the ruling
cl ass.

Every Labour Party speaker in the
debate stressed that income tax
evasion was the rnost unpleasant
feature of the Lump. The area of
concern focused on the various ways
in which Lumpers have been avoiding
the 1971 Finance Act's provisions to
exact30% of their earnings in tax.
Some 385,000 tax-exemption certi-
ficates have been issued to workers
who escaped through a loophole (by
belng technicaliy defined as self-
employed). Some 26,000 have set up
limited companies with less than f 100
capital. Another nightmare worrying
the Labour Party was the fact that
workers were avoiding National Insur-
ance contributions. Whv a self-
proclalmed socialist should be defend-
ing the National Insurance con-trick
must be one of the most puzzling
things to emerge from the debate.

Complaining about a loss of an
estimated f50 million in tax, 'left-
wing' socialirt Lrwis Carter-Jones
said'This is a dreadful indictment of
the system' (ibid). Iabour MP Tom
Urwin added that'lump workers can
blackmail employers by refusing to
work under nationally negotiated
agreements for the simple reason that
they can enjoy better wage packets
by non observance of the rules of the
building industry'. Furthermore, he
exclaimed, 'the building industry has
become one of the biggest fiddles of
all time.' He was of course referring
to the loss of P.A.Y.E. and not to the
activities of his fellow Labour Party-
member T. Dan Smith! It is indeed
significant that Heffer, C arter-Jones
and Urwin, like their Tory friends,
are quick to whine about tax-evasion
u*ren the transgressors are workers.
If a worker finds a way of beating the
income tax he is a felon; if a member
of the Lonrho Board liddles milliom
he is praised for his initiative. But all
this is nothing new. Tax-evasion for
the middle-classes has for long been
institutionalised in the form of
chartered accountancy.

One might be forgiven for think.
ing that the Labour Party's concern
over the tax-avoidance of Lumpers is
due to the danger of wprkers, who

Come on, lads-we're all in the same boat.



do not pay tax, unoercutting those
who do. But no one in the Labour
Party has so far s[own any concern
with the menace of undercutting;
they are inore worried about those
who get higher rates than the Pay
Board would otherwise allow them.
We should, however, see the problem
of taxation and undercutting rates in
its true perspective. The pernicious
tendency of workers undercutting
other workers has been around a lot
longer than the Lump. In the begin-
ning of the century Robert Tressall,
n The Ragged-Tlousered Philanthro-
pl'sd saw it as one of the most divisive
tendencies in a capitalist run building
trade, and an important obstacle
against class solidarity. But we must
point out that it is a problem which
the working class Dy itself must era-
dicate" It cannot be eradicated by the
intervention of the Inland Revenue.
Taxation was never designed as a
weapon to enhance working clus
solidarity. Taxation is a means by
which governments seek to curb and
regulate the spending power of the
workers, and in no way can it be scen
as an antidote to capitalism's divisive
tendencies. Conversely,'tax avoid-
ance' is the way the ruling classes
escape the curbs and regulations
which they impose on the spending
power of others. When the worken
avoid tax they are challenging the
rights and privileges of the ruling
classes. And, furthermore, they are
challenging the right of the mling
class to determine the spending
power of the working class.

It might be argued that the emph-
asis on tax-avoidance in Heffer's
anti-Lump Bill was a mere debating
ploy to obtain Tory support. But this
was clearly not the case with Heffer's
Bill. Both the Labour Party and the
unions are seriously worried about a

l. 'Unable to sustain the argument that
there is an "economic crisis" on
grounds (a) of diminished growth of
the productive forces, or (b) of increa-
sing unemployment, certain "Marxists"
have changed horses in mid-stream
and now see inflation as the main
yardstick of "crisis'. This is clearly
their right, but don't let them do it in
the name of Marxism. In nearly all of
Marx's writings, "economic crises" ale
associated with falling prices (deflation)
not rising prices (inflation).' See llhat
Sort ofCrises. Solidarity London. Vol
7. No 8.

loss of tax revenue. At first sight this
is baffling. Why should the 'repre-
sentatives' of the working class be
worried about the prospect of
workers avoiding their contributions
to the capitalist state? And why
should the unions, who were desigred
to set their memben free, now try to
keep them in shackles? The Labour
Parfv and trade union reply is that
tax-avoidance leads to inflation. We
hear so much about'the problem of
inflation' that no-one ever bothers to
question exactly what is involved.
Basically, the problem can be stated
in five words: 'Workers are getting
too much'! This is clearly a problem
for the bosses and their Government.
It means that somehow an economy
which is supposed to benefit mainly
one class is paying out too much to
the exploited class. This usually takes
place in times of high employment,
and the traditional solution has been
to take it back again in tax. Stated in
these terms it should be clear why
the Tories see inflation as a problem.
But to those who mistakenly believe
that the unions and the Labour Party
have different objectives to the
Tories, it must be baffling why the
Labour Party and the unions speak
of the problem of inflation. l

Yet one of the ironies of bourgeois
ideolory is that a problem facing the
bourgeoisie becomes a problem facing
the'nation as a whole'. Inflation be-
comes a 'grove national problem'. To
avoid tax is to encourage inflation.
therefore Lumpers who avoid tax are
against the rwtional interest- To the
extent that the unions and the
Labour Party have identified them-
selves with the national interest, as

opposed to a workingclass interest,
they have accepted'the problem of
inflation' as their problem. This is
why the Wilson Government froze
w:.rges. and why they are anxious to
prevent workers from opting out of
the tax systbm. This is also why we
have the apparent paradox ofLabour
MPs and company directors united in
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'The way tn which the Lump system is destroying the Government's
counter inflationary policy is otu example of the fact tlwt government
policies and social pioities cannot prevail so long as we have this
degree of chaos and jumble in an industry a vitsl to the coun1ry a this.'
(Reg Prentice, Labour MP. 18 May 1973)

WHOSE NATION?

'In a situation where about
one quarter of a labour
force is involved in the
non-ptyment of tax conffi-
butioru, sociery is bound
to suffer. '(Lewis Carter-
Jones. Harcord, l8 May
1973\

,A tsUREAUCRAT'S
NIGHTMARE'

'Mr. George Hendenor\ a
national officer of my union
tells the story-and he stys
tlut the same situation
qplies all over the counry
-of how he goes to a build-
ing site and wlcs to see the
site book so that hq can see
who is employed thete Very
often that book contains
the name of a ghost inter-
national soccer team with
people such as Bobby
Charlto n, l|illie H e nderson;
Denis Law and other well-
known footballers.

Hon. members may
laugh, but the significant
poinl is that the record is
not beilg properly kept
The register should contain
the names of those employ-
ed on the site so that they
pay their income tax and
their co ntib utio n towards
the social services. lle may
smile at the use of some of
these devices, but their
effect upon society is
deadly. A loss to the
Exchequer of income tax
amounting to [54 is a dis-
graceful condemnation of
the system'
(Hansard,l8 May 1973).
Lewis Carter-Jones, Labour
MP-



l. 'lf the hon member lor llalton is olfering as an alternative a pro-
ductivity deul, i!'all the men on the Lump moved into the unions,
what would happen? They certainll, would not want to ucgsrt
current unktn rates or productivity agreements. '(Jaures Allison MP,
I8 May 1973).

' . . . Against productivity deals and job evaluotbn. . . ' Socialist
llorker: l,l|tat lle Stand For.

1

tlrc condenrnation of lump workers
wlto lornr linritcd companies in order
to avoid P.A.Y.E.

Ilut against all the arguments of
both the unions and the Labour
Party, we rnust point otrt that the
problem of inflation is not a working
class problem. It is only a problem
lirr tlrrrse who seek to manage a capi-
talist cconomy better than the
capitalists themselves. When workers
snatch at every opportunity to avoid
tax, when they ingeniously discover
looplioles in the Finance Act, they
are telling both the unions and the
[-abour Party what they think of the
so-called 'problern' of inflation. 1lz

t his whct lly' unpri nc ip I ed' sct lu tict n,
we might say, lies the only possible
proctical and pincipled rejection of
futurgeois id eology and mvs tification
in the economic sphere.

So now that the unions can no
longer be regarded as the cause of
inflation. we find a new villain
appearing in the guise of the lurnp-
worker. As a writer in that well-
known 'socizLlist' newspaper, The
Sundat; Telegraph, recently put it:
'Odd isn't it, when you see that self-
ernployed workers have so ntuch
strength that employers scream
inflation' (August 28, I 973).

ll The Lump has led to the
virtual destruction of the
building trade unions

ll worrld be rnore correcj 1i-r say that
the unions have destroyed then.rselves.
The Lurnp is not the cause of lhe
coilapse ol the buiiding trade unions,
but is a syntptorn of the fact that
workers are reluctant to have the
tcrnrs of their entployment decided
hy f ull-tinre officials whose life-style
rlil-fers radically frorn the rzurk and
tllc. We rriight say the Lr,rnrp has
lloLrrislied because the unions have
i.rccn nrore concerned with advancing
tlrc 'nutionll interest' tlran in securing
a 'better cle al' for their members.

It rnust be taced that building
workcrs are rejce ting the unions er
rlras.ir,. Repeating the tired old cliches
such as 'smash the Lump defend the
unions' does not get to ihe root of
tlre problem. It is important to under-
statul sorne of the facts which have
led trr rhe decline of the unions as
negotiating bodies for the building
trad e.

Thc immediate post-rvar period
saw the greatest influx ol building
operatives into the trade unions. It is
clear that they joined in with the
intention of linding security rather
than any preference for trade union-
isnr. Since the rnid-fifties we can
discern a definite pattern of opera-
tives breaking away from the unions.
Front 1957-8 this trickle becamc a

torrent, when thousands of operatives
took advantage of the building boorn
caused by the 1957-8 Rent Act. They
realised they could drive a better bar-
gain hrr their labour without the
union rniddlemen. This trend con-
tinued into the 1960s despite
occasional periods ol recession.
Indecd, many trade unionists made
redundant obtained employment by
'going on their own'; thus when the
trade revived they had no desire to
return to the fold. There were nrany
factors leading to the decline of the
building union. the more important
being the followlng three:

1. THE EVENTS AT THE
BARBJCAN
During the nrid-sixties the eyes of

all nrilitants in the bLrilding trade
were turned to the Barbican dispute.
It was a long and bitter struggle dur-
ing which the strikers took on the
enrployers, the ntedia and the unions
thenrselves. Full-page adverts appear-
ed in the national press, paid for by
the urrions, condenrning the strike as
unol'llcial. Many Barbican militants
werc blacklisted by both the unions
and thc ernployers, with the result
that those who staved in the trade

SIR LINDSAY
PARKINSON'S LAW

When asked why Brickies'
rates had risen in spite of
the Pay Board from f,l.15
on 9 Jan to Ll .15 <;n 2
May, Denis Weiner,
Parkinson's Chairman,
said: 'We have a contract
to fiIl. Regardless of what
we pay our men, we have
to fiIl it because of the
penalty clauses if the con-
tract is late. The Pay Code
does not help get work
done.' (Su nday Times, 26
August 1973)

went on the Lump, thus swelling the
ranks of those who had rejected the
unions.
2. THE PENALTY CLAUSE

The union attitude over the Bar-
bican was one factor in declining
membership. However another
important factor can also be traced
back to the Barbican dispute. A long
period of strife meant that the con-
tractors were forced to pay heavy
non-completion penaltiis. The iritro-
duction of the penalty clause meant
that employe$ were prepared to pay
out a higher percentage of their pro-
fits in wages in order to avoid such
penalties. Together with a marked
decrease in the supply of labour, this
put skilled operatives in a better bar-
gaining position. ln 1966 the total
number of workers in the industry
was 1,090,000. By i970 the figure
had declined to 835,000. With the
increased dernand for labour the
rvorker rvas in a much better bargain-
ing positron. Enrployers were prepar-
^l i.. -..., rL.- 

-..-^., 
L,,. i-^-:^^11..lu {u Pd,\ llrq lilurrsy uuL. lrutlrLdly.

the unions. under the then Labour
Governrnent. were unwilling to break
the wage freeze. They were reluctant
to negotiate the terms that employers
were quite capable of paying. This
process iias continued today. The
supply of skilled labour has been
decreasing while the unions were
still honouring Heath's Phase II and
III. For this reason G.F. Smith,
General Secretary of UCATT, wrote
to The Times compluning that the
Lump had pushed up rates far in
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excess of that which the unions
would demand:

'Thc prevalence of these peopie
within the house-building sector is
such thzrt it is reliably cstimated that
their earnings have risen by 20 per
ccnt since the Government's freeze
comrnencetl. 'I'here has been no
increasc in the nationally negotiated
building rate during this period.'
('l'ht' 'l'irrtcs, May 16, 1973)

Faced with trade unions who had
hanrs trurrg thernselves with agree-
nrclrts 1)ased on the'nationai interest',
workcrs have increasingly begun to
takc aclvantage ol direct bargaining.
ln every case it has paid off. Compare,
fbr instance. the rates of brickies who
generally negotiate iocal deals and
average around f,60 per week with
the Electricians who are stuck with
the crippling J.I.B. agreement ufiich
gives them little over S20 per week.
3. THE BUILDING WORKERS'

PAY DEAL 19701
This signing of this deal was, in

the long run, the virtual deathwarrant
of the buiiding trade unions. In the
short run. however, it was a vicious,
mean and secretive stab in the back
by the full-time officials of the
National Federation of Building
Trades Operatives. For a miserable
rxte ol C20 per week, the union
signed flexibility clauses and group
bonus clauses-the latter being the
most deadly weapon of all against
sit e-organis ed militancy.

Consider Notice Number 4 of the
Pay Deal:

Irtccntive Schentes and Productit,itv
ARrc(nt('nt, paragraphs.? -. 5.'The
number of operatives to be treated
as a unit lor bonuses should be as
snrall as it is operationally practi-
cable. Bonus should not be paid on
a trade or site collective basis except
where there are exceptional circum-
stances and it has been jointly
agreed.'

This agreement struck at the heart of
collective site bargaining. The pay-
ment of agroup bonus instead of a

site bonus was intended to give the
employers a carte blanche to play off
one section of the site against others.
and young workers against old. It
envisaged a situation where gangs of
men could be set against each other
on a dog-eat-dog basis. This agree-
meflt, signed by the unions, offered
the enrployers all the advantages of
the Lump without giving the workers
any of the advantages: they were to
be limited to Government wage con-
trol, phase II, III, etc., which Lump
workers were not;they had to pay
insurance contributions and P.A.Y.E.,
which Lump workers can avoid, and
they were subject to discipline, the
clock, etc., which Lump workers are
not. What the workers did get from
the unions, however, were the disad-
vantages which the left now attribute
to the Lurnp. The group bonus
scheme, if accepted, is far more divi
sive than any form of Lump bargain-
ing. When the trad left complain that
Lump work fragments the working
class, they should remember that in

'Guardian' 19 May 1973 -
'Mr Channon [Housing Minister] said he had heard ol subcontractors
planning to by-pass the certificate schcme by turning themselves into
limited companies. There is a body ,tl.men it| the industry prepared to
try out such methods aru) they ma1, well need to be dealt with in tuture
l.'inance Acts. But thcre are also nrun.v entirely respectable law'abitlitg
neople in the industry.'

l
1970 the unions were accomplices to
the most vicious fragmentation of all.

Moreover, the overall agreement
was tied for a rninirnum of two and a

half years. What this nreant was tl1at.
in times of a shortage of skilled cralts-
men, the unions were guaranteeirrg a

docile labour force which would n<-rt

be able to take advantage of any
further fluctuations in demand. lt is
with little wonder that they failed to
maintain this straitjacket when nearly
half a million workers decided to
negotiate lherr own pa1' deals.

The result of this mass exodus has
been far-reaching. Both left and
right-wing union leaders. Labour MPs
and some Tories together with the
Communist Party. the International
Socialists, the International Marxist
Group, the Socialist Labour League.
have all pushed for legislation ttr
curtail'laboLtr-only' contracting and
to limit the earnings nrade this way.
Two govemments have prepared for
legislatlon and attempts have been
rnade to load lunp-workers witli
massive taxation. The 1971 Finance
Act specified that all self-employed
building workers should have 3O7o ol
their earnings deducated in tax unless
they had been making proper income
tax returns for three years. But it is
difficult to impose limits on the
ingenuity of the working class. The
shifting and untenable nature of tl're
trade enables many workers to simply
ignore the tax.

On the other hand. by October
1972, some 385.000 building workers
had obtained tax exemption certifi-
cates. Moreover there now exists a

flourishing trade in biack niarket tax
exernption certificates, the current
rate averaging around f,1 50 each.
Many rvorkers have exploited loop-
holes in tlie Act. One can avoid
taxation by becoming a linrited com-
pany; thus the number of limited
companies being founded wlth a

capital ofless than fl00 now exceeds
4,000 a month.

In order to avoid tax and insur-
ance payments and tlie lirnitations of
the wage treeze, workers have pulled
a fast one over the Government and
the trad left. They have taken capital-
ism at its word: they have become
businessmen. On the principle of
what's good for the goose, they have
technically ceased to be members of

' . . . in tlte building inclustn, these tax exemptiott tickets will gct from
hand to hand like a dollar bill, nr the old pound note when it was u,orth
something under a Labour (lovernment, and it tuill be impossible to
trace to whom it was originalll, issLted snd to tvho it ultimateb) goes, for
when it gets to its ultimate hanLl it will disappear, as do those labouren
who ariye on sites and sign themseb'es as l[ir:key Mouse, Bobby
Charlt<tn, or George Best, and who then disappear at the end of 5
months so that they do ttot have to pa-r' any tatc, but who appear on the
site next door where they sigtt in as Paul Chonnon or Edward Heoth and
rzgister for arutther five months. '(Kevin Macnamara MP, l8 May 1973)

l. See Building llorkers' Pay Deal.
Soliduity N West.
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the working class. The heaclache this
has caused the govelnment is twofold.
In the first case, it is not possible for
everyone to be employers (.since
there would be no working class for
the empioyers to live offl. Secondly,
to impose penalties on workers who
are now redetining themselves as

'businessmen' and'company
directors', means that tlie gilvern-
rient, consisting as it does of
company directors, etc.. would have
to impose the same penalties upon
themselves.

F'or this very reason the Toies
had to throw out Helfer's ottentpt to

'How is it that TV workers
working on bonus con only
tqke home {,35, while a
lab o ur-o nly sub -c o n trac t or
ffwy earn I80, f.90 or f 100,
and in some instances, such
as Milton Keynes, f 120?'
(Idris Owen, Tory MP, 18
May 1973)

'The emancipation of the
working class must be the
work of the working class
itsclf. l,tte cannot therefore
co-operate with people who
openly state thqt the workers
are too uneducated to eman-
cipote themselves and must
fint be freed from above by
philanthro p ic big bourge ois
and petty bourgeois. '(Marx-
Engels Selected Works, p94)

legislate the Lump awav. Thct' crttrld
see that what it woultl-ult'itttitclt
lead to would be legi.sluti, 'tt u ltich
wctuld be forced tc' spell out what a
wctrker is and why he should remoin
one. The Tories could see this and
correctly predicted the impossibility
ot inrposing sucli legislation on the
working class. And did not lleffer,
and the unions who supported him,
realise thal ilyou abolish labour-only
gangs, such gangs have only got to
buy a lorry load of bricks to become
rnaterial -supplying main contractors?
Whatever legislation is passed to keep
workers in their place. rhey will
always find ways around it.

The fact is that Heffer and his
supportors in the trad left are trapped
by the logic of their own perspectives.
Because they can only conceive of
working class emancipll iun cLrrrrrrr!.
from above, because they can onlr
conceive of the emancipation ol'the
workers in terms of intrigue and the
manipulation of working people,
they are folced into the demand for
legislation which condernns the work-
ing class to an eternal proletarian
status. The meaning ot'this is clear:
the traditional left. front the Labour
Party to thc Trotskyists. requires a

docile labour forcc just as nruch as

the Tories. A labour ft-rrce that can
take care of itsell'inrplies the redun-
dancy ofany Party (revolutionary or
otherwise), whose claint to power lies
in its alleged ability to ernancipate
the working class. That is why the
traditional left ntust support. how-
ever critically, I-lelfer's legislation.
The perpetuation ol slavery is their
claim to power. But when the slaves
are free the enrancipators are redund-
ant.

The case lor the perpetuation ol
the trade union stranglehold is repeat-
edly stressed in Socialist h'ctrker and
its oflshoot Tlrc Building llorker.
And in a recent Socialist Worker
'Building Workers Special' ( June-July
i973). behind the headline 'Tlie
Lump Must Go' was thc trsual sloppy
and politicirlly shallow analysis of the
Lump. It cornplained that the em-
pioyers were paying brickies f,15 per
day to prevent the unions from nego-
tiating f30 for a 35 hour week. Now
employers are not /,a, stupid. They
will not pay tl5 a day if it can be
avoided. Very few employers see the
unions as an enemy, indeed, many of

them recognise the advantage of
l0O%ttade unionism and for that
reason co-operate by deducting union
contributions frorn the wage packet.
From the employers' point of view, a
well-disciplined trade union site,
bound to national agreements lbr two
or three years at a time, is thsir idea
of heaven. Unfortunately for them,
the working class have a habit of
ignoring the agreements which their
leaders make 'on their behalf . The
facts today are that the employers are
not paying out f,l5 a day to smash
the unions; they are coughing up
because tradesmen won't work for
less. The union rate is not even con-
sidcred. For example, when worken
in the Northwest earning f,40+ struck
in solidarity with the union demand
for f30 basic rate, they found on
returning to work that the bosses
were only prepared to pay them the
f30 which the union had negotiated.
The result was an unofficial strike in
order to return to the wage rates they
were receiving before the union had
negotiated the 'rise'. We suggest to
those in the International Socialists
and the traditional left who are con-
stantly seeking to push the union
executive into action, that they try
to keep pace with the achievernents
that the rank and file are making for
themselves.

And even if there is something
morally wrong (which we deny) in
squeezing f,1 5+ per day out of the
boss, how do International Social-
ists think they will persuade nearly
half a million men to accept a rate of
L26 per week merely to preserve
the right to allow others to determine
their working conditions for them?
ln the very same article ('Building
\Yor kers Special') International
Socralists are criticising the employers
for paying over the rates to brickies
in London and Birmingham.

Now why are the International
Socialists taking up this paradoxical
position? Why do they think em-
ployers will pay f 120 to avoid paying
f,30? The trouble is that they are
prisoners of their own faulty analysis:
they are still bogged down with their
'Right to Work'campaigrr. Their
slogans have blinkered them to the
fact that capitalism is once again
recovering from a period of unem-
ployment-so much for the insoluble
and necessary crisis! If the 'econo-

OUT OF THE MOUTHS
OF TORIES

'There are 400,000 working
men who have shown that
they are prepared to work
lbr what the.t, can get, and
if I were the Hon Member for
llaltott, I should not core to

fac'e them in the .future if
tltey were diven out oJ
bttsiness. 'Idris Owen, Tory
MP.



mists' of Socialist Worker and the
traditional left could forget their
slogans and look at the facts they
would realise that the building trade
is in a state of boom. Tradesmen are
as scarce as gold. They fail to realise
that in such circumstances wages will
rise simply because of a shortage of
workers. Now it has to be proved
that there is something wrong with
obtaining high rates under such con-
ditions. Ifworken can get better
rates without a trade union ofhcial,
what right has any self-styled'revo-
lutionary party' to tell them to
accept a lower rate? fue they saying
that if worken tum down high rates
in a period of boom somehow the
union will secure high rates and full
employment in a forthcoming slump?
There is nothing to guarantee this.
The past record of the unions on
redunancy and package deals suggests
no promise of a rosy picture. As one
joiner put it when he went on the
Lump: 'Whilst I've beep waiting for
the bad times to come I've missed all
the good times'.

What is so special to the trad left
about the trade union way of selling
one's labour power? It is bound up
with their inability to conceive of the
working class actually managing
things for itself. It is also connected
with their own ambitions to control
the unions on behalf of the working
class. They fear any erosion oftrade
union control over the working class
because oftheir own desire to estab-
lish hegemony by taking over those
very same institutions of dominance
and control. For the trad left, the
problem is not whether or not the
workers should determine their own
conditions, but how they can replace
the existing leadership with their own
brand ofleadership such as Party
bosses.

Against all this we must point out
that a working class that can secure a
better deal for itself than any uniotr
can negotiate renders redundant any
Party which claims to act'on its
behalf . If they could see beyond the
strategy of capturing and controlling
the unions, the trad left might dis.
cover that the rank and file.are
capable of fighting their own struggle.
They might discover that the major-
ity of the workers see the union as

further instruments of domination.
One could mention for example the
Barbican workers and the Glasgow
flrremen. They might then also dis-
cover that the rank and file need a
revolutionary party like they need a
hole in the head. How do you tell
over 400,000 men to accept a lower
standard ofliving in order to protect
a union that will stab them in ttre
back? This is the ridiculous task that
the trad left has set itselfin its
attempt to establish its control of the
workins class.

In tfieir rejection ofnational agree-
ments made in the'national interest',
pay deals made in the bosses'
interests, income tax, National Insur-
ance frauds, and the lies ofunion
officials, workers are learning to
stand on their own two feet. And
here lies the germ of the revolution-
ary possibilities inherent in lump-
style agreements. Well.organised lump
gangs negotiating on their own
behalf can secure a much better deal
at site level than the cap-in-hand
approach characteristic of national
negotiating machinery. In many
cases, freed from decisions and agee-
ments reached by full-time officials,
lump-gangs have taken much more
aggressive and militant positions. The
potentiality ofsuch rank and file
militancy has not passed unnoticed
by the ruling class. Tory MP Elaine
Kellet-Brown recenfly warned the
Commons against these'fly by night
gaags who owe no loyalty to anyone
and descend on a site like a horde of
locusts, begin a job, and if more
money is offered elsewhere, then flit
overnight, leaving the main contrac-
tor with a half-finished job and the
prospect of heavy penaliies for com-
pletion.r

In other words, these'fly by night'
gangp have rejected the gentlemanly
agreements characteristic of normal
trade union procedure, and have
treated the building trade as the

'They lLump workers] lrzl/
lase the long-term objectives
of decent guaranteed employ-
ment in the industry and will
lose protection for them-
selves and their families.'
Eric Heffer

FLY BY NIGHTS

'Frum abant 1966 they lthe
employers] se! obout tpi*a-
ing a new anti-union measune,
the Lump! This is a scheme
to break down work so mtrch
tlwt men become fly by
nights shiftittg from lob to
iob, leaving behind thern the
shoddies t of work' (Inter-
national Socialists Industrial
Pamphlet : Ptckets on Ttial
p.7)
One wonders why the
employer'spread' a system
that would involve men
leaving'behind them the
shoddiest of work'!

jungle it really is. The only trouble is
that a well organised and bloody-
minded rank and file is better equip-
ped to survive the jungle than the
bosses and bureaucrats who feed off
them. Here lies orie'of thc key sources
of the antilump campaign. It is just
possible that the workers might be
able to look after their own interests
better than those who claim to do
the job for them.

!ll Lump workers are scab
workers

In the rhetoric repeated by much of
today's left, the term'scab'is applied
more to those whose life-style differs
from the current Party line rather
than to those who threaten working

()

ALL THIS TO PREVENT f3O PER WEEK!

'The effort the employers are putting into this bid to break T.U. organi-
sation can be seen frttm the cash they are now offeing lump workers.
f 120 a week has been mentioned in London for bricklayen. And in
Birmingham !.70 and f80 a week u offered with a guaranteed !50 for
40 houn regardless of bad weather.'Socialist llorker: Building Workers'
Special June-July 1973

l. See Hansard. May 12 19'73.
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class interests. We apply the term
'scab' to one who breaks a strike;he
is one who betrays his workmates in
the day-to-day struggle with a class
enemy. Are those who bandy the term
'scab' around so freely implying that
there are over 400,000-or half of the
entire trade-scabs in the building
trade?

The lump-workers certainly did
not refuse the strike call in 1973.
Many were out before the union got
around to escalating the strike. Many
came out even though their earnings
before the strike were higher than
those demanded by the union.

lr Socialist Worker (September,
1973), there is a reference to'Labour-
Force'(the scab agency) as an arche-
typical form of lump work. But this
ignores the fact that even if Labour-
Force's claim of 150,000 members
were true-which is highly doubtful-
that still leaves a minimum of 700,000
building operatives. How many of
these are lump workers? There are
less than 200,000 paying members of
UCATT. How many of these are card-
carrying lump-workers? How many
card-carrying carpenters are working
the lump? It is ludicrous to condemn
the majority of building workers
because of the practice of a few
idiots. And should legislation ever be
passed to outlaw the lump, how does
the traditional left envisage the pros-
pect of400,000 operatives being
jailed?

lV The Lump divides workers
It is widely held that the Lump has
led to a lack of militancy in the build-
ing trade since it emphasises the atom-
isation and privatisation of the
working class. But this is to confuse
the symptom with the cause. The
cause of the privatisation of the work-
ing class must be traced to the very
stiucture of modern capitalism its'etf. I

In fact, every institution in this soc-
iety which makes rigid distinctions
between ord er-giv en and o rd er- t alce n,
ieads to the inevitable apathy and
privatisation of those whose function
is to passively obey. The trade unions
are good examples of this.

Moreover, one of the prime strate-
gies which trade union leaders employ
to maintain their authority is to
divide and play off one union branch
against another. Most of the unions
enforce restrictions on inter-branch

communication. Most encourage
differential rates, hierarchies, etc.
And one of the most divisive agree-
ments ever signed was the NFBTO's
pay deal of 1970, where the principle
of site bonus was signed away in
favour of notorious group bonuses.r

It is quite wrong to invent a dis-
tinction between the unions (as
examples of collectivity) and Lump
gangs (as examples of disunity). That
the unions themselves fomented dis-
unity is adequately expressed in the
following statement by a building
worker:

'The particular development in the
industry, which began some sixteen
years ago, has been the self-
employed operative phenomenon.
The worker who has broken/ree of
many aspects of his industry, that he
felt were retarding his chances of a
decent wage (I use the wotd'free'
reservedly. Nevertheless, regardless
of what others might think, one of
those aspects was the building trade
unions, establishment or otherwise.
It is always easy to find a scapegoat,
to separate the obvious good from
the obvious bad (possibly quite
rightly so in other industries). But
to the building worker every site
poses the s1l"ggle for conditiors and
pay (bonus piece rates) all over again.
Unlike other or many other indus-
tries, the ever changing geographical
position and diversity of structure
affects his income. Coupled with the
climatic conditions, all this is dauflt-
ing enough. But of all these
conditions, the piecework system is
the worst. It reaches right down
from the establishment of the unions
to the rank and file, until the goodies
are indistinguishable from the
baddies. If one is going to talk about
rank and file unity, it is necessary to
look at the nature of the various
trades. Briiklaying is repetitivg
more so in the last twenty years than
ever before. So is plastering. How
many workers can relate stories of
mass rank and file meetings where
Federation demands for an overall
starting bonus having been agreed,
then saw these last named trades walk
away from the employers with sepa-
rate agreements? I do not make this
point to be subjectively critical of
these trades, the others may be bitter
at the time but basically they under-
stand and would do the same in the
circumstances. All this coupled with
the cliquishness surrounding bonus
earnings ofter-r involving ticket stew-
ards themselves, helps to perpetuate
the whole rotten system and leaves
the worker with a feeling of inescap-
able frustration'

What form of alienated labour is
not divisive? What form of exploita-
tion is not divisive to a greater or

'Men find that they can work
amicably together and, there-
fore, more profitably when
they are happy than if they
arc unhappy, and more
hsppily if they are able to
choose the men with whom
they will work. It is there-
fore not surpising that they
form themselves into syndi-
cates. ..' Idris Owen, 18
May 1913.

lesser extent? Given the choice be-
tween two modes of exploitation,
there is much to be said for the Lump
as the lesser evil. Lump gangs can
choose their own mates and run less
risk of having employers' stool
pigeons planted on them. Nor are
ihey subject to the clock'or foremen.
It is better to work with people with
whom you have established close
liriks in an industry beset by change
and instability. But the main point is
that the real cohesiveness of-the work-
ing class is not smashed by different
ways of selling one's labour power.
To think that deep-rooted class anta-
gonism disappears merely because of
a change in the conditions ofjob
organisation is to manifest an ex-
tremely superltcial attitude towards
the class struggle. The working class
are capable of transcending all divi-
sions which management and job
organisation create. Time and time
again workers have taken action
where everyone said the nature of
their work prevented cohesion. To
think that class-antagonism can only
express itself through trade union
resolutions, and the bolshevik-type
parties who feed off them, is to mis-
understand the whole nature of a

society characterised by class conflict.

See Modern Capitalism and Revolution
by Paul Cardan. Solidarity London.
See Building llorkers' Pay Deal by
Solidarity N West.

' L ab our -o nly sub - c o n troc t o rs
now work mainly in syndi'
cates. There are few masters
of labour today. The men are
nearly all equal parttters and
the Hon. Member knows it.'
Idris Owen MP, 18 May 1973



V The Lump has led to gerry-
building on a wide scalel

This is another example of evils attri-
buted to the Lump but which existed
long before the Lump emerged.
Gerry-building has and will be an
essential feature ofthe building trade
for as long as houses are built for pro-
fit and not for the people wtro live in
them. This practice is not a conse
quence ofthe Lump but rather a con-
sequence of the desire for huge pro
fits. It is common for the trad left to
label lumpers as 'cowboys' who leave
shoddy work behind them, but for
every bunch of 'cowboys'in the
trade there iue scores of lump gangs
that do an efficient and tidy job: the
follow up of their work depends on
it.

The accusation of geny-building
was one of the principle arguments
of Heffer and his supporters in their
attempt to outlaw the Lump. We can
understand a potential ruling elite
like the l,abour Party showing con-
cern here. But what sort of sociulist
objection is this? If we were living in
a socialist society one could under-
stand the concern over the quality of
the product. But we are not living in
a socialist society. We are living in a
capitalist society where the worker
has no other responsibility but to sell
his labour. Apart from selling his
labour-power, the worker has no con-
trol over his product. When car
workers are attacked in the Press for
shoddy work, we usually point out
that the responsibility lies with the
employers. We never think of putting
the blame on the workers themselves.
In fact one of the essential features
of all consumer goods in this society
is shoddiness and built-in obsoles-
cence. So responsibility for quality in
the building trade lies with the con-
tractors and the local authority
inspectors. If a finished house is
shoddy itcannot be the tradesmen's
fault. It lies with those who reap the
profits from his skill. When shoddy
houses are given certificates it is be-
cause someone who should have
refused such certificates has been
bribed or otherwise got at. Bribery
and graft have been around a lot
longer than the Lump. But somehow

the Lump has sudder.rly become the
cause of all the evils in the industry.

Vl The Lump has led to a high
level of accidents with no
compensation for the
victims

This accusation again confuses the
symptom with the cause. It is true
that the employers have used the
Lump as a means of avoiding expend-
iture on accident prevention and as a
means of dodging compensation
claims. But building contractors have
a long and notorious record regarding
accidents and compensation. Acci-
dents, through employer negligence,
have always been an essential feature
of profi t-oriented butlding me thods,
together with blatant ignorance of
the meagre safety laws that do exist.
Indeed, it is to the discredit of the
building unions that they have largely
ignored this aspect, merely pushing
occasionally for a few pennies on the
rate in order to preserve industrial
peace.

Reading the traditional left's argu-
ment, one would think that before
the Lump the employers had an im-
peccable record for paying out com-
pensation and that accidents were
minimal. Week after week they repeat
the same accusation that the Lump is
the cause of accidents in the building
trade. Yet none of them have bother-
ed to present their readers with any
figures which could substantiate this
claim. A case could be made for say-
ing that the Lump has contributed to
areduction in the number of acci-
dents: because Lump gangs are decid-
ingwho they will work with, the
safety factor has improved. If you
work together regularly, as a team,
then you are more likely to be fami.
liar with your mate's method of work.
Working together this way, you get
into the 'rhythm'. The work is thus
carried out in a far less haphazard
way than that undertaken by a group
of comparative strangers. As a matter
of fact the number of fatal accidents
in the'trade fell from 288 in 1966 to
196 in 1971. Though these figures
show a direct ratio of adecrease in
accidents matching the growth of
labour-only contracting, we are not
attempting to claim that the Lump
alone has reduced accidents. What we
are offering is a challenge to the trad

l1
left lo prove that the Lump has led
to an increase in fatal accidents. (In
any case, the majority of accidents
take place on construction sites
rather than in the housing sector
where the Lump predominates.)

So deep is the misplaced assump-
tion that the Lump has increased
fatalities in the trade that when
Heffer was given the actual figures,
he resorted to an appeal to the
Deity, saying'it is a miracle that the
accident rate had not increased'. But
unless we have the proof that it
actually does increue accidents, one
cannot invoke miracles to substan-
tiate one's position.

Vll The Lump has led to a

decline in the number of
apprentices in the building
trade

Yes, there has been a significant de-
cline in the number of apprentices
over the last few years. But why is
this due to the Lump? Whether or not
this is a bad thing has yet to be
proved. It might be the case that
more and more young people are just
not interested in devoting five years
of their lives to menial tasks for a
pittance merely in order to spend the
rest of their lives, as tradesmen, being
shuttled from one damp and dreary
site to another.

On the other hand, one might
look to the cause ofthe declining
number of apprentices in the Build-
ing Workers' Pay Deal of 1970. In
this deal both unions and manage-
ment placed emphasis on the break-
ing down of the various crafts in
favour of the module system, where-
by men were to be taught only one
small section of a job. This deal alone
implied the end of the apprentice-
ship scheme.

As socialists we are not in favour
of the privileged position of crafts-
men in the building trade. But just to
put the record straight, in 1967 there
were 28,534 apprentices. By the end

'The lump kills and the lump
maims and the lump subjects
people in a most brutal
fashio n' S o ciolis t t lorker :
Bu ildi ng W orken' S p ecial

l. See Soclaft'st Worker, June I 1973.
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ln the lnterests of lndustrial Law at

THE BARBICAII
There is No DlsPuTE between Management and rrade unions

on the Myton Barbican site. Proper Agreements have be6n reached
Ol1:-

(i) Bonus Payments
(ii) Site Procedure
(iii) Facilities for Union Stewards
(iv) Recruitment and Trade Union Membership

There is No srRlKE at the Barbican site. The site is open and
Trade union Members are free to work there with the support of
their Trade Unions.

The case of the six men who are being refused re-employment
was dealt with by the joint machinery set up in the Building tndustry
to settle disputes in a democratic way. This Disputes Commission,
comprising equal numbers of Trade Union and Employer representa-
tives, decided in March that Myton need not re-employ these men,
This decision was fully endorsed by the official Court of lnquiry set

tEStIE KETP,

National Secretary,
Transport & General Wofkers'
Union

GE(lRGE L(IWTHIA]I,

General Secretary,
Amalgamated Union of
Building Trade Workers

GE(}RGE STlTI
General Secret
Amalgamated !

Woodworkers

THE ABOVE ADVERTISEMENT APPEARED PROMINENTLY It\ THE NAT
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rd Order here are THE FACTS about

(Phase !U) SITE

up under Lord Cameron by the Minister of Labour, Ray Gunter. The
findings of the Court have been fu[!y accepted by the Minister.

Therefore the demonstrations and picketing organised at the
Barbican by a few unrepresentative individuals have no authority
whatsoever and are aimed at undermining the authority of the
properly elected Trade Union Executives.

The Building Unions consider that at a time when there is a growing
unemployment problem it is a disgraceful state of affairs that a few
individuals who represent nobody but themselves should try to stop
200/300 workers from being employed on a site which offers the
opportunity of substantial earnings covered by proper Trade Union
Agreements.

The unusual step of making an announcement of this kind is taken
by the under-signed to sustain the Authority of Law and Order in
the Building lndustry.

t,

lrY,
iociety of

IONAL PRESS ON OCTOBER 26 1967 DURING THE BARBICAN DISPUTE

HARRY WEAI'ER,

General Secretary,
National Federation
of Building Trades Operatives

MARTI]I GRIFT(IT,

Director,
National Federation of
Building Trades Employers
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of 1970, after the deal, there were
19,237 apprentices. Andby 1972
only 191 registered apprentice
brickies were operating in the whole
of the London area out of a total of
15,000 brickies.

But why should socialists see it as

/zeir responsibility to provide an
adequate suppiy of skilled labour for
the MacAlpines of this world? If we
were living in a socialist society, we
could understand the need to main-
tain the correct amount of skills for
the benefit of all. But against all the
objections of the traditional left, we
must point out that we are not yet
living in a socialist society. Meanwhile
it is not the responsibility of the
working class to maintain a constant
supply of wage slaves to be fleeced
by any Poulson or Dan Smith who
seeks his fortunes in the efforts of
others. Could it be that these 'social-
ists' who show concern over the
shortage of skilled labour are really
afraid that there will not be sufficient
workers to enable them to become
themselves the 'Dan Smiths' of the
new era?

Vlll The Lump was spread in
the mid-60s by employen
as part of an anti-working
class conspiracy

This idea has been advanced by mem-
bers of the traditional left who
should know better. Apart from the
dubious assumption of a clandestine

meeting of employers, it is a gross
distortion of working class history to
imply that (a) it is a recent inno-
vation, and (b), it has been spread by
an active group of employers through
a passive labour force.

This whole argument ignores the
fact that class conflict is a corstant
feature of day-to-day life. We cannot
speak of any activity undertaken by
the employers in the absence of a
constant state of conflict with the
working class. No decision can be
'freely'taken by any group ofpeople
in a mutually antagonistic society.
The employen did notfeely decide
to impose the Lump. That they
accepted the Lump was a consequence
of the pressure being applied to them.
In deciding to employ men on a Lump
basis (if it can be called a decision),
the employers were conceding to the
demtnds of their work force to the
same extent os were the trade unions.
The widespread acceptance ofthe
Lump is a phenomenon that has
imposed itself upon both employers
and Unions.

We might say that the three inter-
related factors which are responsible
for the employen' decision to accept
the Lump are the same as those which
have contributed to the decline of
the trade unions. They are; (a) A
widespread dissatisfaction with
national trade union bargaining,
especially following the Barbican,
and ajustified feeling that a better
deal can be obtained at site level; (b)

An increased demand for labour,
which, together with governrnental
limitations on nationally negotiated
rates has pushed employers towards
employing tradesmen on a sub-
contract basis; (c) After the Barbican,
a desire to avoid penalty clauses
forced employen to invest a greater
proportion of their profits in attract-
ing labour. They could not attract a
sufficient amount of labour through
pay increases since the Government
had imposed certain wage restrictions
on national bargaining.

A11 this coincided with building
workers'hostility to the union after
the Barbican. The oniy course open
was to employ labour on a sub-
contract basis. Men were now free of
the Union shackles. They couid avoid
the wage frceze. Employers could
outbid each other for skilled men.
Initially many employers may have
welcomed the l-ump in the vain hope
that it would weaken the strength of
the working class. But it has not turn,
ed out that way.

What at first sight may appear as a

weapon for employers with which to
beat the workers often turns out to
be a rod for their own backs. Once
upon a time the employers in the car
industry introduced piecework, with
the intention of breaking the back of
militant resistance in the industry.
Nowadays these same employers are
fighting tooth aad nail to establish
agreements which ban piecework.
Why? Because in a state of constant
struggle between mutually antagoni-
stic classes, the working class are
capable of transcending any impedi-
ment that the ruling class may try to
impose on them. If they were not,
then talk of a class struggle would
cease to have any meaning and
workers would become genuine
robots. For this reason, no matter
what methods of job organisation
are implemented, management can
never succeed in transforming the
workers into mere order-takers or
cogs in the industrial machine. lf that
were to happen they would cease
to be workers and the whole system
would grind to a halt. It is the same
with the Lump. If any employer is
stupid enough to think he could put
an end to class conflict merely by
changrng working conditions, then he
has totally failed to grasp the deeply-
seated roots of this conflict.

'.For week after week major construction prolects were at a standstill
becanse of bonus disputes- Companies were obliged to employ armies of
bonuq clerks, and the overhead expenses were intolerable. There is no
doubt-I do not say this in bitterness-thet workers were giving fiunoge.
ment sheer hell' ldris Owen MP.

1. 'From about 1966 they [the employersf set about spreading a new
anti-union nrcasure, the Lump.' Pickets On Trial, p.7. International
S ocialists Industrial Pamphlet.

'They lthe employen] call it operation Smash Trsde Unionism
They set about spreading the lump*in new guises-even further, so
thtt their unique vaiety of cancer would wreck the possibility of
site organisation in as many places as possible.' Socialist Worker:
Building l,lorken' S pecial,

'Despite the short term proftts, the employer who acquieses in the
lump is biting off his nose to spite his face. ' Mr Giles Radice, Labour
MP, l8 May 1973.

2.

3.



The same reasoning applies to anY
'socialist' who thinks that the
employers can inflict a class victory
by the imposition of the Lump. To
believe that one can only take part in
a class struggle by being a member of
a trade union is to misunderstand the
whole nature of the class struggle.
Moreover it presupposes that there is

only one correct way for workers to
sell their labour power and that there
is something morally superior about
a method in which a trade union
official, whom you may never meet,
decides your working conditions and
rates of pay.

lX Whilst Lump workers can
earn high rates in favour-
able conditions, they
forfeit the protection that
Unions give when condi'
tions are not so favourable

Our reply to this objection is that f
workers can strengthen their position
better with the unions, then they
should join them. We are not arguing
for the principle that worken should
leave the unions. What we are saying
is that whenever the union acts as an
impediment to improving one's con'
ditions of work, one should not be
prevented from seeking other avenues
because of an ideological commit-
ment to the unions.

So the question now becomes, can
the building trade unions, in today's
conditions, secure a better deal for
the sale of one's labour power than
one can obtain through a lump-style
agreement? To this the unionist
might reply that whilst Lump men
can push up rates where there is a
demand for labour, only the union
can protect the weaker sites and
maintain the rates during a period of
slump. The essence of this position is
that the union can :use its national
strength to obtain a national rate for
the whole trade. In this way the
union can apply the strength of the
strongest sites in order to provide
beneficial conditions for the trade as

a whole.
Against this position we must

point out that so far, in periods of
slump, the organised strength of the
unions has not been able to prevent
the massive lay-offs which have
characterised the industry. Moreover,
in periods of full employment the

nationally negotiated rates do not so
much raise the weaker sites to the
level of the stronger sites as reduce
the stronger sites to the pay levels of
the weakest. The iesult is that with
one blanket rate, imposed by the
Joint Industrial Board (and enforced
by the unions), workers lose the
benefits of wage drift and its escalat.
ing momentum of pay claims. One
loses the advantage which stronger
sites can gain in times of boom, when
their demands can spearhead a spiral-
ling of wage increases. This is, of
course, against the 'national interest'.
So the unions, generally, try to curb
demands to within the terms nego-
tiated by the J.LB.

Consider, for example, the sorry
plight of the electricians. No union in
the building trade has done more
than the EEPTU to curb the Lump.
The result is that electricians all over
Britain are being told to respect the
Pay Board and work a 44-hour week
for only f,25.52. On many sites the
electricians are earning less than the
can lads. This is not to say that in an
ideal society electricians should earn
more than can lads-we are simply
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citing an indiqator. Any rank and frle
moves to break the national agree-
ment have so far been broken by
Frank Chapple. This also raises the
question of the futility of trying to
push the executives in a leftward
direction. On a site in Boofle, Lancs.,
sixteen electricians have managed to
keep an l8-storey Inland Revenue
block closed for over twelve months.
Originally this strike was over more
money (25p per hour), but when the
men came face-to-face with the orga-
nised strength of the union, the Pay
Board and the J.I.B., it became a

struggle for the right of electricians to
make their own local agreements.

The question is not how the union
helps the weaker sites but how much
longer can unions such as the EEPTU
restrain their members? How much
longer are electricians to toe the line,
when Lump brickies are negotiating
{20 per week rises in open deltance
of the Pay Board? How much longer
can the unions assist the Govemment
in keeping the workers in line with
the recurring demands for wage
restraint?

NATIONAL JOINT NEGOCIATING COMMITTEE

Please, sir, can I have some more?
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X Lump workers work harder
and are driving older
workers out of the trade

In the first place we rnust point out
that a Lump gang is spared the clock
and the constant supervision which
the day labourer has to suffer. He can
generally determine his own hours.
As anyone who has worked in the
trade knows, there is nothing more
tiring than hanging around on a freez-
ing scaffold simply waiting for 5

o'clock. Ifyou are given a straight
job to do, once finished your time is
your own. It is less tiring to work
reasonably hard for four horus than
to hang around for eight hours.

There might be a case for blaming
the Lump for the fact that very few
older workers can be found on build-
ing sites. But this is one of the tend-
encies of the present state of
capitalism. Consider how few men
over 50 are employed on tl.re assembly
line in the car industry. Yet no one
could blame the lump for this.

But again, we must put the ques-
tion to the objectors: what figures
can they produce to show that there
has been a rejection of older worken
by Lump workers? And are we to
beteve that before the Lump build-
ing contracton benevolently maint-
ained a high ratio of older workers?
Experience points quite clearly to
the contrary. Employen haye never
shown any sentiment towards old
hands: Lumpers will have to go a
long way before they can compete
with such callousness.

Pay Board tells rninisters that
incomes policy cannot be
enforced in building industry
By Our Labour Correspondent

A critical failure of the Gov-
ernment's _. incomes policy has
heen notified to ministers in a
confidential Pay Board report
on the building industry, The
report, on widespread evasion
ot the pay code by ,. lump ,,
construction workers. has taken
neariy a year to produce andwill not be published. It con-
cludes that the code cannor be
enforced in the industry.

The 29-page document was
drawn up by a construction
panel set up under Phase Twoof the counter-inflation pro-
Elramme to advise the pay
Board and the Price Commis-
sion on " securing the most
effective application in the con-
struction industry of the Pay
and Prices Code ". Mr Kenneth
Johnson, deputy chairman of
the Pay Board, led the inquiry.

The introduction to the
report says the industry's wage
qayment and contracting proce-
dures enable some bi the
counter.inflation measures in
the code to be outflanked. The
industry's high workload en-
ables skilled men to " shop
around " for the highest award.

High pay on one sire raises
expectations on nerghbotrring
sites and in other industries in
the area.

. Self.employment, the report
observos, is of growing inrpor-
tance in the industry and that
also has had a marked e[lecr on
PaY. Under the lump si'stem
individuals or gangs coilrrdcr
informally to complete a piece
of work for a lump sum.

A working party established
by the panel found that there
was " sufficient evidence ro
show ,that some forms of
labour-only subcontracting b5,
groups of self-employed opera-
tives act against the aims of the
code sufficiently to cause con-
cern ".

There seemed little doubt
that the incomes of many self-
employed workers rose during
the pay standstill and, during
Phase Two, at a higher rare
than, did.the pay of the directly
emproyed.

" Employed men are well
aware of the high earnings the
self-employed enJoy and w*ish to
emulate them. Thus the pr.ac-
ti-c_e has a very significant
effect on going rates and cre-
ates pressure fiom the directly

employed for matching pay in-
creases."

The rvorking party concluded
that action was needed against
lump gangs. The report says,
however : "The construction
panel has been forced to co[i
clude that the Price Commis.
sion would be unable to influ.
ence the situation because it
would be impracticable to
engage the staff which would
be needed to eafgfce the code.
The p2nsl coteludes that, if
there rs a soludgg to the prob-
lem, it lies outsida the ambit of
the Pay and Price Code."

lhis politically damaging ad-
mission will almost certainly be
seized on try building unibns
and the TUC, which have con.
sistently argued for the aboli-
tion of the lump, the incidence
of nhich is being investigated
bv a Department of the Envi
ronment working part3r under
N{r Dennis Misselbrook

The decision not to publish
the fact that an industrv em-
p.loying about a million w6rkers
cannot be effectively policed
under the statutory incomes
policy is also Iikely to be held
up by the unions as proof of
the unfairness of the counter.
inflation programme.

THE TIMES Feb-22nd 1914
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IT sHouLD uE crEAR by now that it
is not simply a matter of deciding
which bandwagon to jump onto. It is
certainly ludicrous and indeed sus-
picious to persuade workers to reject
the Lump and retum to the poverty
of union rates. A sigrificant number
of worken have already shown a pre-
ference for the Lump.

Moreover, it is not clear that all
employen are in.favour of the lump.
Not all employen see it as a means of
combatting trade union militancy and
hence increasing profits. This mis-
taken assumption is maintained by
much of the traditional left. According
to this assumption the picture seems
very clear: on the one hand there are
the wicked employers, constantly
trying to smash the unions. On the
other, there are the yirtuous unions,
protecting their members. But in
reality the situation is quite different.
Most of the'enlightened' firms now
take Donald Stokes of Leyland's
advice and recognise that the unions
are essential factors in the smooth
running of industry. Most of the
large firms co-operate with the unions
in training schemes for shop stewards.
The TV media, constantly hostile to
working class Cemands, nevertheless
sing the praises of the shop stewards'
contribution to the smooth function-
ing of the industry. In short, modern
capitalism has discovered that it
'needs trade unions because of the
fundamental role they play in main-
taining peace in industry.

Trade union officials, from the
management point of view, are res-
ponsible men. They are willing to rit
down and reasory with the manage-
ment. They are willing to undentand
the problems facing management.
From the pointof view of tleir mem.
bers, the trade union officials are
peacemakers, who travel from site to
site uttering the magic words'back
to work, lads, while we negotiate'.

fu a rule, anti-union propaganda
is nothing more than a rallying cry
for old-style Tory die-hards and
Colonel Blinrps. It is nothing more
than Tory Party rhetoric trotted out
at election times to persuade the
voters that the Conservative Party is
different to Labour. Howeverjust as

there are those on the left who still
believe that the unions are potentially
socialist organisations, there are those
on the Powellite right who see them
in the same light. So when the
Powellite right praise the Lump as a

stick with which to beat the unions,
the traditional left respond with pre-
dictable anti-lump hysteria.

So where do we stand vis-a-vis the
dispute between the pro-Lump'right'
and the antilump'left'? It might
seem that our implicit defence of
Lump work places us within the
Powellite camp. But obviously we
have no sympathies in this direction.
The question we ask is, does the
opposition between pro and anti
Lump have to take on the form of a

dichotomy between pro and anti
unions, which again is reduced to pro
and anti working class and pro and
anti socialism?

By rejecting both Powellism and
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the traditional left's opposition to
the Lump we are saying that we are
not taking sides in their disagreement
because we do not see the issue in the
terrns presented by the disputants.
We reject the reasons behind both the
right-wing:s support for the Lump
and the reasons behind the traditional
left's opposition to it. We reject the
fundamental assumptions common
to both sides, and in doing so, we
are saying lhat both the followen of
Powell and the truditional left con-
stitute a threat to the emancipation
of the working class.

We will try to bring out the
assumptions common to both the
pro-Lump right and the anti-Lump
left with reference to what might be
called'Ramsey's Maxim'. After map-
ping out the course of an inconclusive
dispute, Ramsey said: lEvidently,
however, none of these arguments are
really decisive, and the position is
extremely unsatisfactory to any one
with real curiosity about such a fund-
arnental question. In such cases it is a
heuristic maxim that the truth lies
not in one of these two disputed
views but in some third possibility
wtrich has not yet been thought of,
which we can only discover by reject-
ing something asumed u obvious by
bth the disputants.'I This maxim
can be usefully employed here. What
is it that is'assumed as obvious' by
both the trad left and the right?
There are two main assumptions
common to both, each of which we
reject:
l. This concerns the unions. Both see

the unions a vehicles of a social
change. The trad left seeks to
control the working class by cap-
turing the ieadership of the
unions; the rlght seeks to establisir
control by smashing the unions.
Both see the unions as an enemy
of capitalism. We see thern as an
accessory, regulating capitalism.

2. The second assumption collcerns
nationalisatiort: both right und leJt
equate nationalisation witlt social-
tsm Both see nationalisation as an
important factor in controlling the
working class. The left see it as a

means of controlling the comman-
ding heights of the economy. The
right (as represented by Powellism)
see nationalisation as a threat to
their managerial function, that is
to say, to their power.

1. !q" _F. P. Ramsey,Ifte Foundations of
Mathematics. p. I I 5-l 16.
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It is important to grasp the fact that
these assumptions determine how
one sees a form of work organisation,
which in turn determines one's atti-
tude to that work-organisation.
Seldom do we observe a phenomenon
without some criterion, or set of
assumptions, determining our atti-
tudes towards that phenomenon. In
the case of the pro and the anti-Lump
comps, the assumptions are identical
The point of divergence comes at a
later stage, on the issue of whether
they see the lump as retarding or ad-
vancing their own aspirations to con-
trol the working class.

What is involved then in holding
these assumptions concerning the
unions as vehicles of social change
and nationalisation as a socialist mode
of organisation? And why does So/ld-
arity reject them as mystifications
which prevent one from seeing the
Lump as it really is?
Assumption l: The Unions as
vehicles for the social change

Most building workers can under-
stand the distinction between site
organisation and union organisation-
thourgh the two are not mutually
exclusive. A site can consist of 100%
union mernbers and still fail to be
organised, in the sense that the man-
age ment can divide them, buy off the
steward, or simply because there is
no feeling ofsolidarity on the site.
On the other hand, it is quite com.
mon for a site with relatively few
union members to be well-organised
in the sense that they share a common
feeling of solidarity. Very often a
good site organisation is needed to
get the union man off his arse.

With this distinction in mind, con-
sider how the trad left blindly equate
all organisation with trade union org-
anisation. Here we find the above
assumption at its strongest. From this
perspective, it is inconceivable that
workers can organise and become
militant without the trade union
structure. An organised site, there-
fore, can only be a union organised
site. Since the trad left hold this
assumption, they naturally think that
the unions are the only vehicle of the
class struggle at site level. Once wed-
ded to the myth, they assume that
the employers have turned to the
Lump as a means of defeating mili-
tant trade unionism. (,See 1St pomph-
let, Pickets on Tiat) But this assumes

that the unions are class-conscious
organisations. Yet a look at the recent
history and behaviour of the unioru
contradicts this in the sense that, far
from being agents ofrevolution, they
are instruments of domination. They
offer the employer a docile work
force in return for modest wage con-
cessions.

However the unions do offer
certain benefits such as compensation,
legal advice and so on. They do oper-
ate in the arerra of class conflict and
are seen by certain employers, as well
as misguided leftists, asagents of
social change. In many industries the
working class still has to fight fu the
right to join trade unions and avail
themselves of these modest facilities.
But this does not make the unions
into potentially revolutio nary organi-
sations. Merely to be in opposition to
the bosses is not to be a revolutionary.
Here we must distinguish betwecn
two distinct types of organisation and
two distinct types of members:
(a) An organisation of workers and

the concept of a militant'
(b) A working-class organisation

and the concept of a revolu-
tionary.

(a) An organisation of worken
An organisation of workers can be

aly organisation whose members are
workers. It might exist to promote
certain interests related to pay, con-
ditions, compensation, training, etc.,
in the manner of a mutual benefit
society or an insurance company. A
good example might be the Auto-
mobile Association. The majority, of
its members inight well be from the
working class. But the point is that
even if it consists of |N% workers, it
would not be a working class organi-
sation as long as its ends were not
bound to a working class victory in
the class war. An organisation of
worken is only geared to one aspect
of its members' lives. In the case of
the trade unirns it is geared to the
relation of the workers to the work
place.

In the sense that an organisation
of workers is ofily limited to certain
aspects of gocid reality, the more
belligerent mcmbers of this rype of
organisatron might be cilled militants-
A militott is someone who sees only
part of social reality. His, or her,
rtrul8le is confined to a limited area,
such as industry, education, the

tenants movement, womens' liber-
ation, and so on.
(b) A wo*ing-class organisation

A working class organisation is
one that is created, and controlled,
by workers for the furtherance ofthe
class struggle. Its raison d'etre is to
realise the destruction of all capitalist
forms of domination, replacing them
with a society based on the principles
of collective self-management.r lt is

more than a tool forged for a parti-
cular job. In the hands of the working
class, it is the concrete embodiment
of the aspirations of that class. ln this
sense it is opposed to the whole of
the existing social reality. Its corres-
ponding member woulci be arevolu-
tionary. As opposed to a militani,
the revolutionary seeks to develop an
overall understanding (and hence an
overall theory) concerning the struc-
ture ofclass society.'

Our position with regard to the
trade unions is that they constitute
organisations of workers rather than
working class organisations. A mili-
tant is one who confines himself to
the horizons of trade union activity,
but a revolutionary must transcend
all of these limited horizons. Trade
unionism and trade union militancy
are compatible with bourgeois
society. But working class organisation
and revolutionary activity are not.
The latter strike at the roots of c//
capitalist organisations including, if
necessary, trade union organisation.

This does not mean that we are
telling revolutionaries to quit the
unions. We are simply asking them
not to allow themselves to be con-
fined to the objectives of the unions.
There is nothing self-contradictory
about a revoldtionary who joins an

organisation of workers and acts as a

mittant within that trade union, or
women's group, for example. The
point where he becomes self-
contradictory only comes when he
explicitly confines his activities to
the objectives and aspirations oJ'these
organisations. By refusing to trans'
cend these limited objectives, he is
retnquishing a potentially revolutio n-

ar7 perspective for a militant one.

l. See llorkers' Councils: The L'cononics
of a Self-Managed Society. Solidarity
I-ondon.

2. SeeSolidarity and the Neo Narodniks,
Solidarity discussion bulletin.



So when the traditional ieft per-
petuate the assumption that 'trade
unions are the vehicles of the class
struggle', they too are confining the
horizons of revolutionary activity lo
within the scope of militancy. If the
unions are seen simply as organi.
sations of workers, then the fact that
the working class may avail them-
selves of aiternative forms of organi-
sations does not constitute a problem
for revolutionaries. Our own position
is very clear: we .ue not, in spite of
the accusations ofTrotskyists and
Stalinists, opposed to working class
organisations i we ore simply opposed
to the notion that there is, and only
ever con be, one form of working
class organisation" The working class
themselves are passing judgement on
the trade union form of organisation
and are seeking alternatives. It is im-
portant to stress, in this context, that
our objections to the unions apply to
those spheres where the working
class is managing better without them.
We recognise that because capitalism
is unevenly developed there are some
spheres where workers are fighting
for the right to join union$. We do
not condemn these efforts since we
hold that workers should be free to
av4il themselves of whatever the
unions can provide. Our objective is
to point out that workers should nol
be deterred from alternative courses

l. See ,Socralrst l4)orker: l4hat We Stand
For. Includes a demand for'the
nationalisation of the iand, banks and
major.industries without compensation
and under u,orkers control'.It is signi-
ficant that they speak of control since
it is quite possible to argue that workers
could exercise control by electing the
directors every five years, or electing
the party official rvho appoints the
directors and so on. Alternatively,
they couid be said to control by having
a feiv token workers sitting on the
board. When we stress emphasis on
--orkers' mlndgement we exclude all
this. Ii rvorkers actually manage lheiu
industries rve have no need to speak of
nationalisation. By actually managing
the industries they will have accont-
plished the act of expropriation with-
out the nationalisation. They will have
taken over the industries themselves,
which precludes the need for a state to
expropriate for them.

Moreover the phrase'nationalisation
under workers' control', if applied to a
situation where workers actually
manage, is a self-contradiction. If they
control there is no need to nationalise;
if it is nationalised then thev don't
control- the state does.

of action because of an ideological
commitment to the unions.
Assumption 2: Nationalisation as a
socialist mode of organisation

The second assumption held by
both the left and the Powellite right
is that nationalisation has something
to do with socialism. If one accepts
the myth of nationalisation as a
socialist objective, then one's tlink-
ing on this subject will be approp-
riately coloured by this picture. One
might fear, for example, that the
Lump is one step further away from
one big building firm, with its
emphasis on atomised firms. We must
abandon this nationalisation myth. It
has nothing to offer for socialists.
For those who argue that nationali
sation is the most efficient means of
organising industry, we must point
out that we are not arguing for a
more efficient, profitable building
trade. That is ofno interest to us.
lffhat we are interested in, and con-
cerned with, is how the working class

can actually control aad, m:aruge the
building trade. [n this respect nationa-
lisation, however efficient, is unlikely
to deliver the loods. But what so
many of the trad left on the anti-
Lump bandwagon are concerned
about is the lack of eontrolover
building worke6. That is why their
idea of a well-run building industry
is a nationalised one; one wtich they
control. But for libertarians and
indeed for most workers in the indus-
try, nationalisation is a sick joke. It
means the extinction of site-level
bargaining. Nationalisatio n means
nothing more than state control,r
with state deals (remember the hos-
pital workers) and state discipline,
where a handful of bureaucrats can
hold the whole industry to ransom,
with the big stick of massive lay-offs.
Anyone who thinks nationalisation
has anything to do with socialism
might cast an eye on the future plans
for the steel industry and Marsh's
plans for the railways.

The real objections to the Lump have been put by Labour Mp Frank
Manden. After complaining that Lumpersare exploiting loopholes in
the Industrial Relotions Bill and avoiding National Insurance contri
butions, PAYE,, VAT, etc., he said, 'They hawk themselves from site to
site, responsible only to themselves. Many of them do not belong to
trade unions, and tout themselves to the highest bidder.' (Hansird, t8
May 1973). There it is in a nutshetl. The real threat which the Lump
presents is the /oss of control: the nightmare of a whole industry out of
tlte control of either bosses, unions or governments

l9

WHO SAID IT?

l.'Above all it is society which loses because taxes and social service
contibutions are not met In the end ho amount of economic
reaoning disguises the fact that the public pays heavily for the
Lump.'

2.'At worst, it can and does mean widespread tax evalion, inferior
wo*manship, and evaion of social responsibility for health, safety
and welfare'

3.'The whole system [of labour only sub-contracting] undermines the
proper regulation of employment in which the trade unioru have an
essential part to play. It leaves them less able to deal with the disruV
tive forces which work more effectively in an ill-regulated climate of
unemployment.'

slrsN uollJulsuo3 .r
. (drol) ELil AeN 8I .^ie{ wol .i

(rnoqEJ) EL6l iey{ gI .seuof-reusJsI,r.3.I .i
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divzrsity
So WHAT IS involved in looking at
the Lump without these mystifying
assumptions? In tlie first place revo-
hltionaries should drop the slogan
'Defend the Unions: Smash the
Lump'. ln the second place we
should recognise rhat there is no
single thing called the Lump. There
are five different kinds of Lump
labour. They each have different con-
sequences, but are ali different ways
of selling one's iabour power.
(l ) The first type rs a sub-contractor,
the proprietor of a small firm, pro-
bably a limited company. He may
undertake some jobs on a suppiy and
fix basis, or solre on labour only. He
will employ tradesmen, who may or
may not be unionised, and pay insur-
ance contributions, deducting PAYE
in the manner of any other employer.
In many cases he works himself so
that whilst he is an employer, it is
not always easy to categorise him as
a capitalist living off the e fforts of
others.
(2) The self-employed labourer or
tradesman who makes his own
labour-only contract with either the
contractor, the site agent, or a labour
agency. This is the area where abuses
can creep in, particularly if the indi-
vidual is unskilled and the contract is
with some of the shady agencies, or
scab agencies, such as Labour-Force.
Some agencies employ Irish labourers
on what is little better than a slave
basis. We do not close our eyes to
these atrocities but recognise them as
some of the worst aspects of capital-
ism found in the building trade. Per-
haps one of the most vicious forms
of exploitation carried out under the
Lump is the system used by some
civil engineering firms. These however
are mainly lrish-owned and employ
mainly Irish labour. Here men are
employed literally on a day to day
basis. In towns in the North West and
the Midlands (and probably else-
where) there are streets (in Manches.
ter, around A11 Saints) where each

morning lorries pick up men. Gangers
pick or reject labouren on a purely
arbitrary basis-often whether you
work or not depends on whether or
not you bought the ganger any beer
last night. In some cases ihe exploita-
tion is twofold, with many of the
labourers living in iodging hotues run
by the gangers or foremen. These
men are obviously first in line for tlie
'privilege' of digging trenches. Here,
although at first glance the pay
doesn't seem too bad, we see the
worst aspects of Lump work: no sick
or holiday pay. no stamps, and
usually no insurance in case of acci-
dents. As self-employed workers they
are responsible for their own irsur-
ance. Add to tlfs the total lack of
security, and the cash in your hand
look less generous. But perhaps the
worst feature of ail is the complete
loss of dignity. Men are reduced to a
slave market situation, to begging to
be among those chosen. This is the
situation which the docken fought
for years to abolish, although of
course the dockers did get full back
pay if they were not chosen. These
poor sods get nothing. Moreover,
working conditions are often atro-
cious, with men working in all kinds
of weather, usually without any wet
gear being provided. Having said this,
we cannot make sweeping generali-
sations, tarring all Lump workers
with the same brush. For generally
this is confined to a relativety small
percentage of the industry, indeed o
relatively small sector of individuol
contracts. It is an anomaly tlut
would not be accepted by the var,t
mojoity of lump tmdesmen in this
country. Clearly the arswer to it is
not to be found in sloganising about
unions and the need to nationalise
the building trade, since the biggest
exploiters of this venion of the Lump
are the natianalised bodies such as
the GPO Telephones and the Electri
city Boards.
(3) The small gang. For example,

there are the specialist crafts such as

tilers and steeplejacks, where the con-
tract is given to one member, who
formally takes on the employer's
responslbility for the group. The
advantage of this method is that even
though one is moving from site to
site, it is possible to maintain a con-
tinuity in the gang. Having the same
workmates on every job means not
having to continually readjust one's
work pattern. Members of a gang
tend to build up strong loyalties to
each other, thus making it extremely
difficult for the site management to
play one tradesman off against
another, as they can when all the
workers belong to the same firm. For
example, if a gang decides not to
work overtime one night, it is unlikely
that the site foreman will be able to
persuade one member to stay on,
since his first and only loyalty is to
the gang. Group decisions are final
and generally site management do
not interfere. The gang decides what
houn they will work, and under what
conditions they will work, and then
they divide the cash accordingly.
(4) Gangs of self-employed men
These are often stable working part-
nerships having all the advantages
mentioned above. They might, how-
ever, be a convenient means of doing
short term work, breaking up when
the contract expires.
(5) Sheeten. It should be emphasised
hcre that not all trades have done
well out of the Lump. In times of
change, the Lump has contributed to
the re-evaluation of many established
trades, not always favourable to
those involved in them. One might
consider, for example, the status of
sheete6. Sheeters afix sheets of
asbestos, metal, etc., to the sidewalls,
roofs, etc. of buildings. They are
rrsually industrial premises and are
frequently very high. The work is
cloely allied to the work of steel-
crectors, and in fact many workers
are able to do bothjobs (eg. erector-
sheeters). Six or seven years ago
sheeting was very much a 'cream' job,
with piece work earnings being quite
high. During the past six years the
move towards labour-only contract-
ing has led to fewer men undertaking
considerably large contracts, with the
result that there is a surplus of
sheeters seeking fewer contracts.

Moreover, the relative smallness of



eonelusions
WHAT really counts is what workers
on building sites are doing, rather
than what various sects think they
ought to do. The fact is that almost
half a million workers are now
engaged,in some form of Lump
employment. Because of a rapid de-
cline in paying members, UCATT is

now making overtures to the TGWU
for affiliation. But the TGWU are not
in a hurry to take on a bankrupt
union. Most site workers understand
only too well the role of the unions.
This has become increasingly obvious
since the Barbican, which can be seen

as the turning point in Lump history.

However, it is only the trad left that
spreads confusion with its faulty
attempt to force reality to conforrt
with its theories, trying to reverse
history with its mistaken belief in
the unions as the unions as the true
organs ofthe class struggle. By ignor-
ing both the trad left and the union
bureaucrats, the workers are inereas'
ing the possibilities for self-manage-
ment, as well as improving their
material position.

What are the implications ol the
Lump? The most important issues

relate to control. Lump workers can
decide who they want to work with,

2l
This cartoon followed a 3 inch headlina
wtrich said THE LUMP MUST GO in the
Socialist Worker Building Workers' Special
of June-July 1973.

what hours they work, how the work
is done (within the limits imposed by
capitalism, of course). We must
remernber that their decisions are
lirnited in the sense that having to sell
their labour power, they have no
cclntrol over the product. They can. ,,J

not, for instance, make fundamental
decisions concerning the location of
a site, what should be built, or what
the architectural design is to be. It is
cleat that there are fundamental
limitations imposed by capitalism no
matter how one sells one's labour
power. Nevertheless. there is a very
good case for saying that selling
one's labor.rr in one of the various
forms of Lump work does widen the
scope of decision-making within the
existing tiamework.

The lcsson to be learnt from the
Lump is that, whatever system the
bosses, and their governments, impose,
with a little effort, the working-class

the gangs leads to fragmentation and
little contact with other members of
the trade. In this case workers who
have successfully resisted labour'only
agreements (eg. the construction
section of the AUEW) have maintain'
ed steady increases in earnings' It
should be emphasised, however, that
the harmful effects of Lump'work are
bound up with the isolation of
sheeter-gangs. On the other hand,
whenever sheeters are concentrated
in large numbers, such as in Petro'
chemical plants, theY have been
capable of acting collectively, whether
they are on the Lump or,not.

These five main types bY no means
exhaust the varieties of 'Lump' work-
It has been mentioned, for examPle,
that some gangs have become limited
companies in order to avoid heavY
taxation. In some cases a gang of
tradesmen practicing one sPecific
craft might sub-let part of their con-
tract to another tradesman. For
example, a gang of painters might
pass on a specific amount of plaster-
ing to a plasterer and so on. It would
be boring to specify each and every
type of Lump work practiced in the
building trade. Our reason for describ-
ing the five main varieties was to
dispel the myth that there is jttst one
thing called'the Lump'. For it is not

even clear what the trad lelt are talk'
ing about whelt theY condemn the
Limp since they never explain which
variety theY have in mind.
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THE PROBLEM OF
MANAGEMENT

' Lab ouronly sub<o ntrac ting
is gaining momenfitm and not
only in the constntction in-
dustry. It is a deeprooted
problem It results from the
problem of management to
ensure tlat in timesof full
employment hbour offen a
fair doy's work for a fair
dry's pay. 'Idris Owen MP.

knin' :'Under developed capitalism,
and most particularly in the age of
imperialism, t}te unions have tended
to become more arid more giant
associations, which reveal the same
developmental tendencies as, in
former times, the apparatus of the
bourgeois state itself. In the latter a
class of employees has formed a
bureaucracy which controls all the
means of government organisation-
money, the press, the nomination of
its subordinates. Often the. preroga-
tives ofthese officials extend still
further, in that from being the ser-
vants of the collectivity, they become
its masters, and identify themselves
with the organisation. The unions
converge with the state and its
bureaucracy. In spite of the demo-
cracy that is supposed to function
within them, the members them-
selves are in no position to enforce
their will against officialdom. Any
revolt shatten on the skilfully con-
structed system ofrules and regu-
lations before it can even cause a
tremor in the highest spheres.'

If this was true in 1920, it is even
more applicable today. While acting
as middlemen in the labour market,
the union bosses do all they can to
frustrate any awareness in workers of
their own ability to manage their
own lives. In fact the unions today
are an even more essential part of the
capitalist set-up. Moreover, captuing
the unions, replacing their'corrupt'
leadership with members of bran-d X
Revolutionary Party, rvill not solve
th_e problem from the workers' point
of yiew. In today's conditions any
group who undertakes to manage the
class struggle on behalf of the work-
ing class, however well-intentioned,
will end up managing things in their
own interests.

To the exoent that the unions
have become integrated, at all leveis,
in a capitalist society, the workng
class, as it emancipates itseif from

the values and ideolory ofthis
society, must turn against the unions
and meet them as an obstacle in its
path. When workers shed the mvsti-
fications surrounding the cult o-f
leadership, the first casualty will be
their own self-appointed leiden. For
the depth to which the myth of
leadership has penetrated the working
class is nowhere stronger than in the -
cnlt ofthe tiade union bureaucracy.
To square up to this challenge is to
meet the ultimate weapon of capital-
ism head on; it is to reject once and
for all the myth that the class
struggle can be managed by experts
who are themselves removed from
the day-to-day arena of conflict.
Once this is realised, we will have no
need for revolutionary parties or any
other parasitical forcis whose
ambition for power rests on the
strates/ of 'capturing the unions'.

Blind loyalty to leaders, deference
to officials, a slavish adherence to
patterns ofwork based on trade
union agreements can never provide a
basis for meaningful and revolution-
ary activity. The mealy-mouthed
sloganising and mindless support for
the trade unions means losing the
battle before it has begun. So long as
the working class conceives of its 
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emancipation as a task to be entnst-
ed to othen, it will remain a prisoner
of capitalism.

The organisation which the work-
ing class needs must be based on a
totally different ideology and struc-
ture, using entirely diff'erent methods
of conducting the struggle. We are
not saying that the Lump is the
answer, but we do recogl'i.ise that the
agressive spirit, w-hich Lump work
embodies, is a step axray from the
slavish acceptance oftrade union
agreements made with the 'national
interest' in mind.

As long as we live in e society
where the working class are forced to
sell their labour power, and for as
long as there are parasites who iive
off the work of others, those wtro call
thenselves socialists should not take
it upon themselves to defend and
uphold any form of exploitation.
When revolutionary parties defend
institutions which therank and flle
can sulpa,ss, it is tinry to ask what
tfteir real motives are in defending
them.

As a means of sellilg one's labour

sea always turn it to their advantage.
For the Lump, as a method of organi-
sation, can fall upon both docile or
self-conscious workers. When it falls
upon the former, the conditions in
which it is accepted will reveal their
docility. Under any clwnge the less
militant will get the rattest deal Mili-
tah$ can tum it to theit advantage

Behind all the rhetoric about the
iniquities of the Lump, the accidents,
the low standard of craftsmanship
and so on, lurks the recognition of
the fact that well-organised workers
can use the Lump system to their
own advantage. This is feared by both
the bosses and the trad left. Lump
workers can dodge tax, evade some
ofthe excesses ofthe IRB and secure
wages in excess of nationally-
determined rates. In this context,
various incomes policies, phases I, II,
III, etc., are incomprehensible to
Ltmp workers. The lump has so far
defeated all government attempts to
control wages.

To those who say that it is not the
business ofsocialists to criticise the
unions, we must point out that the
unions are not little islands of social-
ism in the ocean ofcapitalist exploit-
ation. Capitalism has penetrated deep
into the heart of the trade unions. Ai
early as 1920, Anton Pannekoek
Jprote in his 'Open Letter to Comrade

WILL LABOUR REPEAL THE IRB
OR WILL THEY INSIST ON'FAIR PLAY FOR ALL'?

'The hitne Minister has talked about faimess in the labour sector andlw soid that the Industrial Rehtions Act should apply in 
"rrry 

,riii,
o:f tlle worlqng communtty. So it should, if the A;; i tu be f;ir ti iU
ly the-wqh.of the tad! ltltio.ry Wster: "End the Lump',.,(Frank
Marsdcn, Lsbour MP, 18 Mayr1973)
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power under the present conditions
of capitalism, the lump has many ad-
vantages. We admit that it is not a

socialist means, but a socialist method
ofexploitation does not, by defini
tion, exist. To those who see the
Lump as an iniquitous'l'm all right,
Jack' system, we must point out that
this is the way in which the media
present every working class demand.

We have argued that building
workers are rejecting traditional
forms of organisation. We should
therefore not be trying to shore up
those obsolete and ineffective unions
by asking the government to con-
demn the Lump;still less should we
be demanding that the union execu-
tives outlaw the lump. We should
instead look to the advantages that a

resolute and bloody-minded rank and
file can gain from this method of
work. There are indications that this
is going to be the method of building
site organisation in the future. Revo-
lutionaries should accept this not as

an indication of an abandonment of
the class struggle, but rather see the
nature of the class struggle in its new
context. The days of national agree-
ments are over. So too are the days
when the union official can end a

strike with the old 'back to work,
lads, while I negotiate'. There are
tendencies in the Lump system
which render redundant both the
old-style building employer and the
old-style'bowier-hatted' union
official. A wellorganised Lump site
is not a self-contradiction. It contains
the potentiality of collective se11--

management and of a direct conflict
between those who sell labour power
and those who buy, which is marked
by the absence of those who arrange
the sale of labour power to others.
Admittedly. the trade is in a

shambles at present, but there is
emerging a new type of building
worker who is capable of uniting
with his brothers on the site. Such
workers are resolutely outlining for
themselves the conditions of their
lab our.

That lump men have scabbed in
the past need not be an indictment
of the system. There were scabs

l. Sq G.M.ltt.U. Scab Unlon. Solidarity
London.

before the Lump; there have been
scabs in the union and there are
plenty ofscab unions.l To be sure,
all is not well on Lump sites. Many
of the accusations do hold. But for
those ol us who adhere to the prin-
ciple of collective self-managment,
the potentialities of a militant work-
ing class superseding an ineffective
and restraining mode of collective
bargaining are too great to ignore. As
usual, though, the working class are
by their actions revealing the sterility
of the traditional left. But an out-
moded dogma and a mythology of
nationalisatron should not blinker
our eyes to the real aspects of the
class struggle.

I WISH I COULD GET RID OF THIS LUMP!
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A Revolulionqry
Strqlegy

for lhe
Building Trqda

THE REAL AIM of a revolutionary
strategy in the building trade should
not be the shoring up of positively
harmful institutions, but the creation
of a genuinely participatory move-
ment based on the principles of
collective self-management. The
revolutionary strategy should also
seek to bring closer together the
various aspects ofthe working class
struggle. It should aim at forging
links with other sections of the
po-pulation, equally deprived of any
ettective say in the management of
affairs that concern them most. Such
.a strategy must provide a radical
challenge to established society. It
should necessitate a type ofaction
only possible outside of traditional
organisations. It should cornmand
the enthusiasm ofyouth and a dis-
respect of all that is hallowed and
sacred. It should be capable of
generating new forms of struggle and

THE TTMES-1217173

MR JACK JONES ATTACIG
THE LI.]MP

The construcrion industds
use of labour-only subcontract.
ing-the ".fu lnp''-rvas strongly
attacke_d by trIr Jack Jonei,general secretary of the Trans.port and General \Yorkers,
Union. at the union's biennial
c-onference in Brighton yester.
day.

It was a cancer l*rich was
rapidly spreading to other major

of brganisation profoundly relevant
to the socialist future. It should also
be capable ofbringing back the real
objective of socialism: the collective
management of a genuinely human
society.

Instead of sloganising about'the
Lump', revolutionaries should con-
centrate en ths }iosifilE task of
building the socialist altemative,
nanrely autonomous job organi-
sations, linked to others in the same
industry and elsewhere, and, most
importantly, controlled from below.

'Sooner or later such organisations
will either enter into conflict with
the existing outfits claiming to
"represent" the working class (and
it would be premature at this stage
to define the possible forms of this
conflict), or they will bypass the old
organisations altogethel.' I

The trade union stranglehold on the
building trade has gone forever. The
future form of struggle wili depend
on the working class.

S75m. tax
owed by
the'lump'
says GLC

Standard Planning
Beporter

THE Greater r,ondon Coune[
today called for Government
pcllgl on tax-avotdance by
bulldlng workers wlrtctr, tt lbclaimed, 16 co-qtlng €?i
mllllon a year ln los. revenus
_Mtr- EsB! Carr, eice-chairrna8ol tfie GLC housing tlevelop-nEnt co,-runittqe. said- il.rrt se[(-

emplo.yed brrild,:ng rvorkers lrer€not bound by conrr.o-ls. cou,ldea;rn lorg6 gurns and clei,mauorailces wlrich led to ta,r.
avordanc.6

. Eelf-employstt labolu-kno\yn
ln.rts tr.orsL forrE & the .'lumoa

-has beeo encour ,eed bv tltc
cifrel'hnlellt, s rsflc of 350,0fri
esomptioo ccr'!o.Bc.tes, s4.id'M,
Carr.

1 tlor _can eouncils, trada
lnlons and respolls.ible employer8
operate in such a cltmate when
tlre. Covernme[t l.!al]ds out th-asi
certi0cates oo such a scstA ? 

--
'Somo people regsrd
sue of tar aioldancE an

thlr
t$sue of hf ai6idaniE"lia -''
auowances as Lhe -qinqle bice
la.ctor in tho loss 'of sk'ile
l199qr oo organised sitec" saisiteq'

ted

uf car.r.

. 'Self--emploged men ea,nqemang wtrat the.e ljke for a
IOD,. CnArgG Various exDeDrna
FCauLlt -their carning.s and putru. Enet-r poclets rnuch mbre
moncy. thetr their coulterpart$'

EVEN ING STAN DAR D_4/9/73

industries includrng roud haul.
age, the nlotol industry and
some of th. srnaller ports, trlr
Jones said.

The gleam of eold had caused
building errrplol'ers to act irres.
pousibly, and to crearc a sirua.
tion of widespread anarchy, tax
evasion and poor building stan-
dards. " Tories who direct their
attention to young anarchists
would do better to apply them-
selves to the nrassive anarchy
in the construction industry. The

amount of tax evasion is
matched only by the amount of
tax evasion in the Cayman
Islands."

He called for registration ofall building employers. and
workers.

The conference unanintously
passed a resolution condemning
the " Iump " and the growth oi
labour supply agencies, and
called on the nexr Lahour
Government to legislate against
tile practlce.
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